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“It is hard to mark the hour and the day when the thunder
head of suspicion first stains the clear horizon of an old
admiration, but I came to be drenched, in the horrid
mental weather of last autumn, by the downpour of a
million doubts and dreads of Chanda Bell. I began to fear
that she had perpetrated, in her half-dozen dense,
tortured novels, one of the major literary hoaxes of our
time, and to suspect that she had drawn me into the
glittering web of a monstrous deceit, in order to destroy,
by proxy and in effigy, the entire critical profession.”

- James Thurber





“As much as I grew up with Australian landscapes, 
Australian voices and Australian stories, I also grew 
up with American ones. …..For all their Anglophilia, 
most Australians were raised part-American, and 
these days it is a much bigger part. It follows that to 
be anti-American is a form of self-loathing.”

- Don Watson





















































































MAD WOMAN’S BREAKFAST :  Eat my Bush!
Special thanks to…

Adrienne Jerram , Julianne Wargren , Johanna Steinmann and Alex Farner

Madwoman:   Cathy Bray
Breakfast / Script:  Cathy Bray
Poster : Spoonful Design (Johanna Steinmann and Alex Farner)

A-Z thank you…
Advertising  enlightenment: - David Barnes (currency  ideas)
Ironing  & support:- Geoff Moss (The  Strategic Triangle - education and mentoring)
Script development:– Badde Manors Writers’ Group :  Adrienne Jerram , Alicia  Gilmore, Julianne 
Wargren,  Luci Temple and Ralph Bergman .
Script  advisor and Dramaturge:- Henry  B Moss
Show feedback: - Alistair Cowie and Neil Watkinson.
Slides  editor:- Julianne Wargren
Technical  director :- Adrienne Jerram
+
The Sydney Fringe : Claudia Santangelo, Meryl  Rogers, 
City of Sydney : Steve Mitchell, Team Leader at Newtown Library
Venue:  thanks to  Soni , the owner of Madam Fling Flong  
and to Mitchell and  staff on duty during  these performances of  Mad Woman’s Breakfast . Eat my Bush! during The Sydney  Fringe.





Federico Garcia Lorca
Poet  in  New  York
Cover: Self portrait in New 
York, 1929-31, 
by Federico Garcia Lorca. 
Courtesy Fundacion Federico 
Garcia Lorca.
www.penguinclassics.com





















































SLIDE 41 – Sign 
‘Thank you for not 
discussing the 
outside world




















